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Agenda

1. Reflection 

2. Beginning to work as CommonSpirit Health

3. Implementation Strategy Requirements and Value

4. 2019 Timeline and Milestones

5. Resources and Recommendations (including Template)

6. Your Experiences, Feedback and Discussion



Reflection
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Implementation Strategy 
Requirements and Value
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Implementation Strategy Requirements
Internal Revenue Code Section 501(r)
For each significant health 
need in the CHNA

(i) describe how the hospital plans to address the health need; and  
(ii) identify needs the hospital does not intend to address & explain why

Describing how the 
hospital plans to address 
significant health needs

(i) actions the hospital intends to take and anticipated impact; 
(ii) resources (e.g., programs, funding or in‐kind support, staff) the 

hospital plans to commit; and 
(iii) any planned collaboration in addressing the health need

Describing why a hospital 
is not addressing a
significant health need

A brief explanation of the hospital’s reason(s) is sufficient

For example: resource constraints, other organizations addressing the need, a 
relative lack of expertise or to effectively address the need, the need being a 
relatively low priority, and/or a lack of identified effective interventions
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Implementation Strategy Requirements
Internal Revenue Code Section 501(r)
Joint
implementation
strategies

Hospitals with joint CHNAs may adopt joint implementation strategies: 

(i) Be clearly identified as applying to the hospital;
(ii)  Clearly identify the hospital’s role, responsibilities, planned actions 

and resources it plans to commit; and
(iii) Include a summary or [table or index] helping the reader easily locate 

portions of the implementation strategy that relate to the hospital

Adopting the 
implementation strategy

Authorized body of the hospital (board of directors, community board) 
must adopt by Nov. 15, 2019, for any CHNA completed by June 30, 2019

Form 990 Schedule H
(Part V, Section B, Line 11)

Describe how the hospital is addressing CHNA significant needs,               
any significant needs not being addressed and the reasons why

In next CHNA Evaluation of impact of actions taken to address needs
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Implementation Strategy Value

CHNAs and Implementation Strategies are:

• Expressions of mission and commitments to address community needs

• A means to focus our limited charitable resources 

• An opportunity to engage multiple functional leaders

• Goal-oriented, measurable strategic roadmaps

• Aligned or integrated with hospital strategy 

o E.g., access, quality, avoidable cost, equity, population health…



2019 Timeline and Milestones
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2019 Timeline and Milestones
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June 
2019

• FY2019 Community Health Needs Assessments complete

June –
Sept 

• Hospitals working on Implementation Strategies

Aug -
Sept

• Draft Implementation Strategies submitted to system offices for review

Sept -
Oct

Hospitals’ adoption of Implementation Strategies
Posted on hospital web sites

Nov 15, 
2019

All Implementation Strategies adopted and online (per IRS due date)



Resources and Recommendations
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Implementation Strategy Resources

• Published guidance, including CHA and ACHI

• Key considerations for making them truly valuable 

• Implementation Strategy document templates
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CHA’s Assessing & Addressing Community Health Needs
Section IV: Developing an Implementation Strategy

Step 1: Plan and prepare for the implementation strategy
Step 2: Develop goals and objectives and identify indicators 

for addressing prioritized health needs  
Step 3: Consider approaches to address prioritized needs 
Step 4: Select approaches
Step 5: Integrate implementation strategy with community

and hospital plans 
Step 6: Develop a written implementation strategy 
Step 7: Adopt the implementation strategy  
Step 8: Update and sustain the implementation strategy 
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ACHI’s CHNA Toolkit (with Implementation Strategy)

http://www.healthycommunities.org

Step 7: Plan Implementation Strategies

Step 8: Implement Strategies

Step 9: Evaluate Progress

http://www.healthycommunities.org/
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Creating Valuable Implementation Strategies

What practices 
have you 
employed for an 
impactful 
implementation 
strategy?

What How

Who’s on the 
team?

 Internal (strategy, clinical leaders, pop. health, care 
coordination, communications, board member, etc.)

 External (CHNA collaborators, community agencies)

Setting goals 
and objectives

 What can be achieved for each need?
 Performance and outcomes metrics to measure

Selecting 
strategies and 
programs

 Inventory existing programs
 What current or new ones can demonstrate effectiveness?
 Address immediate needs and upstream factors

Aligning 
priorities and 
strategies

 How can CHNA priorities advance hospital goals? 
 CHNA priorities in a hospital strategy dashboard
 Shared community partner priorities and strategies  
 Convey how hospital supports public health goals
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Implementation Strategy Template

• Common starting point

• Covers all regulatory bases

• Consistent appearance

• “Plug-and-play” streamlining 
of content decisions
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Implementation Strategy Template

Dignity Health

• Updates template already 
in use by all hospitals

• Shortens content

Catholic Health Initiatives

• New resource and option to 
consider using

• Turnkey starting point



Your Experiences, Feedback and Discussion    
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Thank you.
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